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1. (a) Distinguish between precision and

accuracy. Are they dependent upon each

other ? If yes, how ? 6

(b) Explain, how gross, systematic and

random errors crop up in measurements

and instruments ? How is each one of

them taken care of ? 14

2. (a) Compare and contrast between any three

damping methods. 15

(b) What if no controlling torque were

present in indicating instruments ? Is there

any such torque in recording and

integrating instruments ? 5

3. (a) How can electrodynamic type instrument

measure both AC and DC quantities ?4

(b) Explain the construction of Hot wire type

instrument. 16

4. Derive the torque equation for induction type

wattmeter. 20

5. (a) The inductance of a 10A electrodynamic

ammeter changes uniformly at the rate of

0.002 µH/degree. The spring constant is

0.1×10–6 N-m/degree. Determine the

angular displacement at full scale. 6

(b) What are the errors in PMMC

instruments ? Also comment upon their

scale. How are the errors of PMMC

instruments corrected/avoided ? 14

6. What are the difficulties in the measurement

of very low resistances ? Detail out a method

to measure very small resistance. 20

7. Draw the circuit and phasor diagram for De-

Sauty Bridge and derive the balance equation

and therefrom derive expression for the

quantity which is measured by this bridge.20

8. Write a technical note on Power Factor meter.

20
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